
must have: design

Garden State 
studiodror.com // cappellini.it

Made of rippled, two-tone sheets of felt, the Peacock 
by Cappellini is as bold as the bird it emulates and 
just as colorful. Opt for violet, gold, green or blue on 

the seat, with a neutral gray on the reverse side. 

The Surreal Life 
establishedandsons.com

French design duo Ronan 
and Erwan Bouroullec 
looked to the chameleonic 
skins of classic comic-
book superheroes when 
crafting Quilt, the Thing 
for Established and Sons. 
The comic-con continues 
as each plush chair is 
outfitted in a honeycomb-
like “skin” made from 
high-tech stretch fabric.  
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abstract art
roche-bobois.com 

Ombré continues to be the most coveted color statement 
this season and the Extension Rectangular coffee table  
by Roche Bobois is seeing red. From the company’s 
Les Contemporains line, the modular unit has adjustable 
sliding panels, all finished in durable Dacquacryl.  

In LIvIng  
CoLor

Shift out of neutral this season with  
timeless designs made over in pop-art hues 

and rainbow brights. 
By AnickA Quin

PurPle haze 
paolalenti.it

Summer sunlight, turquoise seas and aquamarine pools go hand-in-hand with the Creamsicle 
oranges, pinks and purples of Paola Lenti’s Shang rug collection. Meant to withstand whatever the 

elements bring, each rug is expertly woven by hand using one piece of rope.

Best in Show  
magisdesign.com

Color your furry friend 
happy with an elevated 
pumpkin-orange Magis Dog 
House. A brass plate states 
“Amicus fidelis protectio 
fortis” (faithful friend, 
strong protector), while a 
matching stepladder 
ensures even the littlest 
ones can get in on the fun.

ensemble  
cast 

moooi.com

Traditional romance comes of age with 
the Moooi Gothic Chair. The chairs may 

be made of molded plastic and feature  
faux upholstery buttons, but they’re still 

perfect for dreaming away your next  
dinner party. Mix and match with shades 
from emerald green and sapphire blue to 

bubblegum pink and canary yellow. 


